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Chapter: 1761

Lin Fan didn’t answer Lin Zongrui, but stared at Lin Zongrui coldly:

“You dug my mother’s coffin out of the ground?”

Ho ho!

Lin Zongrui sneered twice, looking at Lin Fan proudly:

“Yes, it’s me, do you still like the gift you gave you?”

boom!

Lin Fan picked up a wine bottle and slammed it on the top of Lin

Zongrui’s head.

Lin Zongrui screamed immediately and rolled from the sofa to the

ground, instantly bleeding from his scalp.

Even if Mei Yingxue was stunned, she didn’t even think that Lin Fan

would suddenly do it.

Now, the man’s eyes were blood-red, as if he was about to eat people,

his scalp numb with his hideous appearance.

damn it!

They completely angered the devil, and today they are afraid that they

are in danger of escape.

Mei Yingxue trembled all of a sudden, and then shouted:

“Come on!”

As soon as the voice fell, all the masters of the Mei family gathered at

Mei Yingxue’s side and looked at Lin Fan extremely vigilantly.

But Lin Fan ignored the people behind Mei Yingxue at all, staring at

Lin Zongrui with cold eyes:

“Then today, you have to die here!”

Now that Lin Zongrui had answered him, Lin Fan knew that he did

not find the wrong person.

“You…you dare to hit me? You, a wild species born from a bitch, dare

to hit me?”

“I am the Lin family, and my matriline is a daughter of the top wealthy

in the United States. The most noble blood is flowing in my blood.

Can a wild species like you defile him? Kill him, kill him! ”

Lin Zongrui roared hysterically, his matriline was a daughter of a

wealthy American family, and his grandfather had an extremely

powerful influence.

Therefore, he is qualified to enter the church and become an executive

in it.

But Lin Fan, a beast, dare to hit himself ?

He was born a king and a nobleman by nature. Now he was beaten by

a wild species. How could he accept it?

“Really? Let me see, what color is the blood of the nobles!”

Lin Fan snorted and strode forward.

“Stop him!”

Mei Yingxue yelled. At this time, she and Lin Zongrui were already

grasshoppers on the same rope. Naturally, Lin Fan could not be

allowed to kill Lin Zongrui, otherwise she would be finished.

All the Mei family masters immediately rushed towards Lin Fan.

“Today, whoever dares to be troublesome, don’t worry about killing!”

Lin Fan yelled and shot brutally, just like the demon king came, and he

rushed out in an instant.

Then, a punch suddenly came out!

Pouch!

The head blossomed, and in just an instant, a master’s head was

bombarded and killed by him!

“Lin Zongrui, think of a way!”

Mei Yingxue shouted in horror, she knew that these people she

brought could never stop the devil like Lin Fan.

At this time, if Lin Zongrui didn’t want to do anything, then they

would really die here.

Lin Fan was like a tiger entering the sheep pen, his eyes were

completely red, his eyes were splitting, and he was extremely furious.

It looked like he wanted to wipe out everything in front of him.

Puff puff!

One after another, Mei family members died violently under Lin Fan’s

frenzied action, tragically on the spot!

Before they even screamed, they had become a corpse.

Even more!

Mei Yingxue and the others watched in horror, Lin Fan tore a top

master into two alive!

The blood completely wet the entire box!

The pungent stench is disgusting!

Da da da…

However, Lin Fan was pressing forward step by step.

At this time, he was already covered in blood, like a devil coming from

the depths of a sea of   blood, staring at these people in front of him.

Hate, unprecedented rise!

Whoever dares to stop them will have to die!

“Miss, I… we can’t stop him!”
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